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President’s Update
Summer Holidays have come to an
end so we trudge back to our school,
work and study commitments but
there is still so much of the season
ahead! But let’s rewind - it was so
lovely after such a year of distancing
and isolation to see so many joyful
faces and to have personal
interactions with so many fabulous
club members. Such a great club
vibe even when we have restricted
ability to mingle.
As predicted, it has been a very
challenging season due to
restrictions and adoption
of CovidSafe plans across all
programs and operations. A huge
thanks again to Tamara Brawn for
continually managing and ensuring
implementation of CovidSafe plans
within our Club. This was a huge
task and incredibly time consuming,
but ensured compliance and safety
across all our operations.
Britt Morgenthaler as Chief
Instructor did an amazing job
leading an incredible team of
volunteers to deliver SRC, Bronze
and First Aid courses and requals in
very restrictive conditions.
Patrols continue to run smoothly,
thanks to our Club Captain, Adam
Lipszyc, and Vice Club Captain,
Andy Nott. And many thanks to all
the Patrol Captains and their teams
in keeping our beach safe and

presenting such a welcoming and
settled environment.
Great work again, Romy Lipszyc in
preparing this edition of The Mine.
Romy, keeps us on our toes!
Special personal thanks to Kim
Williams for all her patience and
assistance to me in my “salad days”
in this role.
I also want to thank all the
committee for their hard work and
dedication behind the scenes. The
Committee is comprised of a
fabulous and valuable bunch of
people who are committed to
delivering in the best interests of the
club. I am sending all of my
gratitude.
Juniors:
After such a difficult year, it was
heart-warming to see our Nippers
finally being able to get on the beach
and participate in a very Covidtailored Junior Surf Lifesaving
Program (JSLP). Diana McKellar,
Tarena Murray, Sarah-Jo Mason and
the massive support team of parents
delivered a fantastic program in
tough conditions. We all appreciate
the hard work and many hours put in
by the JSLP Team as well as those
who assisted in the very onerous set
up and pack up; particularly Andrew
Welsh, Nick Clarke, Andrew Ford
and Chuck Warner. Special mention
also to Adam Kyriacou and Michael
Westaway who both did an

exemplary job as Water Safety
Coordinators.
Mornington Prime Cuts came to the
rescue in supplying delicious beef
sausages to provide sustenance to
our incredible water safety team.
And our trusty Bobbas Max, John
and Alf manned the BBQ superbly
once again. We all know that no one
can deliver sauce like Max, and my
goodness, he did so well masked and
gloved up - a true Covid Champion!
Needless to say, organising and
managing the JSLP was exhausting
for the JSLP Team so let’s hope that
now they have all had time to chill
and recover!
The Junior Sunday Sessions
followed the intensive JSLP and this
program focused on participation,
inclusion and skill development.
Daniel Kogler graciously accepted
the role to lead these Sunday
Sessions with Nick Clarke as Junior
coach managing the activity leaders.
This program was a huge success so
special thanks to Daniel, Nick and
Adam Kyriacou (Water Safety
Coordinator) and to all involved.
The Junior Surf Sports Program is an
extension of the JSLP and Sunday
Sessions; it offers Nippers an
additional level of training and
continues to strengthen and grow
with inclusivity. Nick Clarke, Junior
Coach, leads this program and we
thank him for his dedication, passion
and expertise in giving these Juniors
an opportunity to further their skills,
build team spirit, respect and
camaraderie.
All the Junior Programs exist only
because of the amazing contribution
of parents and club member
volunteers. You guys are incredible
in your commitment to your roles. I
urge those of you that are not
currently involved to step forward
next year and volunteer. It is
hugely rewarding and it is great for
your Nippers to see you become part
of their program. There are many
www.pointleoslsc.com.au

different ways to be involved so you
don’t require any specific skills;
everyone has something to offer. Or
you could choose to challenge
yourself and learn a new skill as our
Nippers do on a regular basis!

friends and the weekly Friday
5.00pm catch-up at the bar was
reinstated. It was indeed a cherished
moment for this legendary crew!
And thanks to Jason Romari for
managing the bar.

Youth:
The new Under 15 Youth Program,
the ‘Lion’s Den’, was hugely
successful and culminated in the
well-attended Swim Camp. Thanks
to Sam Hunt, Maddison Clark and
Sarah-Jo Mason for organising such
a fabulous program and harnessing
the energy and enthusiasm of this
age group. These youths were
remarkable in being involved and
assisting in water safety and patrols.
We also thank and greatly appreciate
the generosity of BlueScope in
support of the Youth program within
our Club.

There was an event held on January
26th to welcome the Honorary Life
Members and announce the Gary
Tierney Foundation Fellowship
recipients. Due to Covid restrictions,
this event had to be limited in
numbers but was well attended by
Life Members, GTF Board Members
and past recipients, new GTF
recipients and their families and
some committee members.

SurfSport:
Competition events are ramping up
and we look forward to cheering on
our Junior, Senior and Master teams.
Whilst Carnivals have been
restrictive in terms of events and age
groups, we are making the most of
it. Well done Jon Ford in assembling
a huge and highly talented Masters
Team. Read about their success in
our Club Notices!
The Point Leo Gold event was a
fabulous day, which we will build on
in the future (we are thinking a big
Club event with BBQ after, with the
whole Club. Thanks Amber
Skehan!). Massive thanks again to
Jon, Nick and the SurfSport Team
for organising this spectacular event.
It was so awe-inspiring to watch the
many Nippers, Seniors and Masters
giving it their all. And doing it all
together. Unity.
Events:
Unfortunately, due to Covid
restrictions, we have been unable to
hold many events, and our beloved
Muso event had to be postponed.
After the intensive JSLP finished,
however, Dude’s Bar reopened,
much to the joy of the Bobbas and

Election as an Honorary Life
Member is one of the highest awards
any club can bestow on a member.
Life Membership recognises the
distinguished and exceptional
contribution to a club and in this
instance to our very unique Point
Leo Surf Life Saving Club. This year
our club appointed three new life
members being Louise Tierney, John
Silver and Marc Aliotti.
Congratulations! Each of these new
Life Members of Point Leo SLSC is
very worthy of this honour, with
years of service and behaviour that
reflect our values.
Three seems to be the number this
year, as three amazing young adults
were awarded a GTF Fellowship
Grant being Bella Austin, Ella
Laussen and Caitlin Robinson. Well
done and deserved all of you. We
look forward to seeing you further
develop in your roles and continue
with your valuable contributions to
our club.
This event was significant in having
the legacy of the club with the
presence of the Life Members
juxtaposed with the young GTF
recipients who are embarking on
their surf lifesaving journeys as
young adults. The reminiscing and
tales of the past provided such
richness and depth to our club
history and was appreciated by all.
The Mine
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Swim Classic:
This year, due to Covid
complexities, we held a virtual Swim
Classic. Thanks to Sarah-Jo Mason
and Kim Williams for managing the
event and Haydn Tierney for
organising another awesome Swim
Classic T-Shirt from Golden Breed.
We also greatly appreciate the
Balnarring and District Community
Bank for continued support of the
2.5km Swim Challenge. We are
delighted to say that the Virtual
Swim was well attended with 222
participants and an amazing $6,300
raised for the club.
LifeChanger “Awaken the Hero”:
Point Leo SLSC again delivered this
innovative program to support the
positive development of our
youth. LifeChanger Foundation’s
vision is to ‘awaken the unlimited
power that lives inside all youth’ and
its focus is on nurturing and building
healthy personal identity.
LifeChanger is a proactive program
looking to provide youth with the
tools required to navigate life’s
inevitable challenges. We had 30
participants undertake this program
mostly from Point Leo SLSC and
also a few from Mornington SLSC.

Feedback was incredibly positive.
The program’s goals include
identifying and developing inspiring
mentors within our club, creating
self-sustaining, safe and resilient
communities. Thank you to our
inspiring and empathetic mentors
Josh Doherty, Charlie CassellAshton, Lachie Robinson, Nick
Ford, Lily McMeeken and Nat
Clarke for being involved. We
greatly appreciate the support of the
Mornington Peninsula Shire in
supporting this program.
Sponsors:
We acknowledge with gratitude all
our sponsors including Vantage
Fuels and Bowser Bean Café,
BlueScope, Paton Real Estate,
O’Connor Beef and Mornington
Prime Cuts for support of our club
through the active season.
Our relationship with the Balnarring
and District Community Bank
Branch of Bendigo Bank continues
to strengthen. We have developed a
strong partnership with the
Community Bank and value our
enduring relationship and look
forward to further collaboration. As
a Community Bank, profit is directed

to groups like ours. If you are
thinking about your banking needs,
please talk to our friends at the
Balnarring and District Community
Bank about what they can do for you
We are sincerely grateful for the
contribution of all Point Leo SLSC
sponsors and encourage club
members to support these
businesses in acknowledgement of
their support.
Julia O’Shaughnessy
President

New Honorary Life
Members Welcomed
On Tuesday 26th January 2021 a
small function was held at the
clubhouse at Point Leo during which
new Honorary Life Members were
officially recognized by the Club.
The new Life Members are Louise
Tierney, John Silver and Marc
Aliotti.
Louise joined the Club in 1973
following on from her marriage to
Gary. Initially, Louise was involved
with the Ladies Auxiliary, a
wonderful support group of the Club

Our new Life Members - John Silver, Louise Tierney and Marc Aliotti (L-R).
www.pointleoslsc.com.au
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involved in fundraising, social
functions and playing a major role at
carnivals at Leo, specifically big
events such as State Titles and in
particular the National Titles held on
the beach at Point Leo in 1985.
Louise played a significant role in
organizing the Club’s 60th
Anniversary function and has been
very much part of the launch of the
Gary Tierney Foundation in 2010
initially as an Advisory Board
member and currently as the Patron
of the Foundation.

an all-round great Club leader and
member.
The Australia Day function that was
a little restricted because of Covid19 regulations had 19 Honorary Life
Members of the Club in attendance
and our Club President Julia
presented Louise, John and Marc
with their well deserved HLM
medallions and certificates.
Afterwards a small celebration was
held around Dude’s Bar.

Doctor John Silver has been a
member since obtaining Bronze
Medallion number V827 in March
1959. In those days, John was very
much an active member, patrolling,
competing at carnivals and general
socializing. He was a particularly
good beach competitor and was a
key member of a very fine relay
team that won six State Titles in the
period 1959 to 1966. John was
studying medicine at the time at the
University of Melbourne and served
as the Club’s First Aid Officer and
after graduating John was Honorary
Medical Officer for many years.
Lately, John has been on the beach at
Point Leo assisting with the
formation and training of the
Nippers March Past Team. John has
served Point Leo SLSC for over 60
years with distinction!

2021 Gary Tierney
Foundation Fellows

Marc Aliotti has been involved with
the Club since 2001 and has held
various roles on the Committee:
Swim Captain, Senior VicePresident, Gear Steward and was
Club President in 2007, 2008 and
2009. Since obtaining his Bronze,
Marc has averaged 22 hours
annually on patrol and has been an
excellent Masters competitor
winning 20 State medals, including
13 Gold medals. He has always been
a willing worker at Club functions
and events – setting up and
dismantling at carnivals at Leo,
security at Muso nights, catering for
Spit Roasts and helping out around
the Club whenever he can. Marc is

www.pointleoslsc.com.au

A member of the Point Leo
competition team since joining the
club, Bella has achieved many
championship podium finishes at
lifesaving competitions, Champion
Lifesaver Events, Interstate
Competitions, Endurance State
Championships and regular State
Championships.

John Horwood

After 12 months of lockdown (and
being locked out of the Club), it was
a real pleasure to come together for a
COVID safe afternoon at the Club
on January 26th, to celebrate a select
group of long-standing and emerging
leaders.
The Advisory Board of the Gary
Tierney Foundation had a tough
decision to make this year on an
outstanding group of candidates. In a
sign of the great strength that the
Club has in its younger lifesavers,
there were three Fellowships
awarded this year.
Fellowships recognize and assist
individuals who demonstrate the best
of lifesaving – integrity, leadership
and loyalty – and who have the
potential to make an ongoing
leadership contribution to the club
and lifesaving. This year’s three
Fellows are:
Isabella Austin
Bella joined Point Leo SLSC in
December 2009 as a nipper and has
been a patrolling member since
2014, a competitor and Nipper
activity leader. She is a regular water
safety attendee at Nipper sessions,
club events and assisting in
bronze/board camps for Nippers, has
been an activity leader for 3 years
and has assisted with external school
introduction programs teaching
children about surf safety and
running Nipper structured sessions
for primary school kids.

Bella Austin with Louise and Haydn Tierney.

Bella is a respected and valued
member of the surf club, especially
in the competition section, but also
by parents, coaches and younger
members. She has built strong
connections with competitors,
coaches and officials from across the
state as well as many friendships
within Point Leo SLSC. Bella is
always enthusiastic and willing to
volunteer for social events within the
club which in the past has included
assisting with lions and cub nights,
tin rattles, muso night and bronze
camps.
Caitlin Robinson
Caitlin joined the Club in 2007 as an
Under 8 Nipper – although one could
say she actually started as a 4-yearold, spending summers watching her
older brother, Lachlan, participate in
the program. She continued with
Nippers through to Under 14’s,
along the way helping out with
numerous club activities: helping at
the finish line at the Boxing Day
Swim, assisting at the tin shakes,
multicultural day and generally
helping out around the club.
Over time she has taken on more
leadership roles within the club. This
started with water safety as an Under
14 SRC and progressed to activity
leader for board in the junior activity
The Mine
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program for 5 years. As a competitor
in surf and pool lifesaving she saw
that Point Leo had no dedicated surf
swimming or pool lifesaving
sessions. To help younger members
develop skills in this area, together
with one of the Club coaches, she
established a squad that trained in
the pool over winter and then in the
ocean over summer. Following
return to activities, the squad has
now recommenced at Pelican Park.

Caitlin Robinson with Louise and Haydn
Tierney.

In 2019 Caitlin was also asked to
write the swim program for the
Queensland board camp. She has
taken on workshop facilitation with
the Lifechanger program last year. In
addition she is Pool Captain and

wants to work with the Swim
Captain to establish a senior swim
squad and plan the return of the
Point Leo swim camp.
Caitlin has shown incredible courage
and resilience to overcome
significant injury, illness and health
struggles over the past 5 years and to
come back stronger.
Ella Laussen
Ella’s love for surf lifesaving was
ignited by participating in Point Leo
SLSC Nippers as an Under 8. She
completed her Nipper journey in
Under 14’s attaining her SRC. Since
that time, she has achieved her
Bronze Medallion and embarked on
a quest to complete as many Life
Saving Awards as possible. Her
short-term surf lifesaving goals have
already been achieved through her
becoming a Patrol Captain (to which
she has been promoted for the
2020/21 season) and becoming a
qualified Trainer (she completed her
practical component this season).
She loves everything about surf
lifesaving and Point Leo SLSC and
has tried her hand at everything the
Club offers.

In 2019, Ella overcame a severe
knee injury and underwent a knee
reconstruction (two operations).
With no carnivals to look forward to,
she took a leadership role in staging
the Club’s first Pink Patrol in 2020.
She also took the opportunity to
expand her patrol experience by
attending patrols other than her own
and encouraging others to do the
same.

Ella Laussen with Louise and Haydn Tierney.

Ella wants to continue her leadership
journey at the Club and hopes to be
involved in the LSV Building
Leaders Scholarship program.
Tom Mollenkopf
Chairperson, Gary Tierney
Foundation

Gary Tierney Foundation Fellows 2021, Caitlin Robinson, Bella Austin and Ella Laussen (L-R).
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The Roar from the ‘Lion’s
Den’

Our Latest Magnificent
Gold Medallion Holders

Our new Youth Program started with
the excitement of our freshlyqualified SRCs and Bronzies, and
the committed, requalified SRCs
signing up and converging on the
beach in December as water safety
for the first day of Nippers.
Our latest Gold Medallion Holders: Maddie Clark, Will Laussen and Nat Clarke (L-R).

Congratulations to our latest Gold
Medallion Holders: Maddie Clark,
Will Laussen and Nat Clarke. Never
has the Club seen so many members
accredited with this significant
Advanced Lifesaving Award at the
same time.

They are the latest of a select group
of Club members who have shown
commitment and passion for
lifesaving by pursuing their Gold
Medallion. Members at Point Leo
SLSC who have also attained this
award are:

After attaining their Bronze
Medallion, they were all motivated
to embark on a self-directed journey
towards attaining their Gold
Medallion, the highest SLSA aquatic
rescue award available, and now join
a select group of club members with
the award.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This award acknowledges their
advanced skills and knowledge to
manage emergency situations in
autonomous situations. Prerequisites
to be eligible for the award included
each of them attaining other awards
over a number of years including:
Silver Medallion Beach
Management, First Aid and
Advanced Resuscitation Techniques.
The final step was to nominate and
be accepted into the official Gold
Camp and then pass the theory and
physical tests.

www.pointleoslsc.com.au

Matthew Bunting-Frame
Rhys Cole
Abby Lethlean
James Paton
Lachlan Pearse
Samuel Richardson
Zachary Richter

We are fortunate to have such highly
qualified lifesavers at our Club that
are well equipped with the skills and
knowledge to help keep our beach
safe.
The Club is very proud of their
achievement and congratulates them.
They are all great role models for
our young Nippers!
Well done to Maddie, Will and Nat!

Early each morning, the club came
alive, with noise and enthusiasm
emanating from the front of the
clubhouse - home base for water
safety.
Despite the cooler conditions this
season, enthusiasm didn’t wane, in
fact numbers grew at each session.
Nipper water safety is an important
part of our youth members
transitioning from Nippers by
allowing them to step up and take on
new responsibilities in a supported
environment. They continue to
amaze us with their commitment to
Nippers and their desire to ensure the
younger ones experience another
great season. Our youth were all
very appreciative of the Bobbas
returning to cook some snags at the
end of the sessions too.
Although COVID did curb some of
the Lion’s Den plans, we updated the
activities to ensure that there was
still plenty to be involved in and fun
to be had. Equipped with the new
Youth Handbook, there was plenty
for them to choose from in order to
be involved this season.
Donning their sharp Lion’s Den Tshirts – thanks to our sponsor
Bluescope - our youth embraced all
The Mine
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Hamish Lally (participant), Maddie Clark (youth leader) and Ruby
Hyatt (participant).

activities and took advantage of the
good weather and great expertise
from our Club’s senior leaders.
Our Under 15 Bluescope Swim
Camp booked out! Participants
enjoyed two days of activities led by
our Club Swim Captain Harry
Atkins along with senior athletes
Kate Brooks, Will Laussen, Maddie
Clark and Grace Handley.
We mixed it up a bit for the ‘day
camp’ - oozing with good vibes, it
was hard to know what the favourite
session was. Was it the open
swimming techniques and events, or
water polo at Flinders (along with
the obligatory pier jump), the long
lunch, the subsquatch or catching
waves? Our swim sessions were
enhanced by some positive wellness
sessions including: a yoga session
with breathing techniques and
nutritional advice (thanks to Tara
Doherty) and motivation sessions led
by Adam Kyriacou.
It was also great to have our youth
team help represent Point Leo SLSC
at the Portsea Swim Classic a couple
of weeks later, swimming in perfect
conditions.
Our beach and water sessions
attracted large numbers and
participants found their old Nipper
skills were not too rusty after all.
Although not too serious, they
probably didn’t realise just how
much practice they did!
www.pointleoslsc.com.au

Participants of our new youth program, The Lion's Den, carrying the
inflatable Supsquatch up the beach.

The social event plans changed
many times to keep abreast with
changing COVID requirements,
however in the end the BBQ and
volleyball night at Crunchies proved
to be a raging success and was a
great chance to chill with lifesaving
friends.
The First Aid course offered was
fully booked, so interest spilled over
into a second course the following
week, thus adding to the attendees
lifesaving skillset.
The Lion’s Den activities increased
our youth engagement and
connection to the club this season.
Not only did they participate in fun
activities, but they also maintained
and increased their lifesaving skills,
they were able to make stronger
lifesaving connections, they caught
up with their lifesaving friends and
they were welcomed as valued and
active members of the club.
We can’t wait to see them back next
season.
Sarah-Jo Mason
Vice-President, Juniors

Surf Sports Update
Masters
This year due to popular demand the
Senior Surf Sports Program put on
some dedicated master’s sessions
(board, swim, run, ski) 3 times a
week (Tues/Thurs at 7.30am and Sun
at 9.30am). The sessions catered to
all levels (beginner to advanced)

with locations varied to find smooth
conditions where there is no/very
small surf in close and bigger surf
out the back.
We regularly had 25-35 participants
focusing on run, board, swim and
ski. By the end of January most
participants were able to paddle
boards and skis, even negotiating
surf for some! This culminated in an
amazing State Masters Titles.
Some dedicated masters will be
continuing with the senior squad in
the lead up to Aussies (26-27 April
2021 on the Sunshine Coast). Any
masters interested in competing in
this iconic event please contact
surfsports@pointleoslsc.com.au.
Otherwise we will be running ocean
swimming sessions at 8am every
Sunday. For those interested get on
the club’s Team App account.
Pictures are on the Masters chat on
Team App.
Point Leo Gold
This event has become a staple for
club members over summer and
includes a 4km (optional) ski paddle
from the club to camo pole and back,
a 2.2km run from the club to
Honeysuckle to 2nd Reef, an 800m
swim from 2nd Reef to Mysteries, a
700m run from Mysteries to
Crunchies pier and a 1.5km board
paddle from Crunchies pier to the
club. This year we capped the event
at 100 participants and had an
amazing day in glassy and warm
conditions. Nippers, Seniors and
The Mine
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Masters all took part, with Josh
Doherty and Bella Austin taking out
the events and heaps of prizes for the
fastest teams and individuals for
other categories.

Josh Doherty, one of the winners of the
Point Leo Gold (along with Bella Austin).

There is some interest in developing
this event into a larger race. If
anyone is keen to explore please
contact
surfsports@pointleoslsc.com.au.
Jon Ford
Head Coach

first Aussie athlete to run a four
minute mile. John Landy collected a
bronze medallion at the 1956
Olympics in the mile event held at
the MCG, and of course he later
became Governor of Victoria. In a
plan devised by Cerutty much of
Landy’s training took place in the
sand dunes at Portsea, hence the
training routine at Leo. And, of
course, Cerutty also coached Herb
Elliot who won gold in the 1960
Rome Olympics in world record
time.

between Melbourne, Geelong and
Torquay. Attracting a crowd of up to
14,000 would cause significant
parking problems at Point Leo if it
was to happen now however back in
February 1960 conditions were
different. There were very few
campers at that time of the year with
kids back at school and most
working parents were back on the
job. Also, a lot less vegetation in the
open foreshore areas would have
provided more open space for
parking.

Back in those early days surf life
saving carnivals attracted huge
crowds, particularly if they were
properly promoted and advertised.
Co-founder of the Club, Alan Forster
was the original entrepreneur and he
always used all means possible to
publicize carnivals at Leo. Posters
were set up around Melbourne, there
were radio spots used and the crowds
did come.

Probably it was at this carnival that
club members helped with the
parking of spectator vehicles for the
first time and that wasn’t always
easy. Have a chat to veteran Life
Member Peter Gibson and he will
explain!

Point Leo Beach in
February
The next two photos taken from
approximately the same location on
the beach in front of our clubhouse,
not far from the end of the new ramp
walkway. The first was taken in
February 1960 during a carnival in
which the event attracted some
12,000 spectators – other

Looking at the 1960
photo (left) the weather
appeared a little cool,
even for Point Leo in
February. Everyone
seems to be well and
truly rugged up. The
other photo that was
taken looks okay

reports say 14,000 spectators. The
other was taken in February 2021
when there was no carnival and no
crowd on the beach.
It is hard to realize that they are
virtually the same section of beach.
Back in 1960 there were very few
trees or shrubs between the
clubhouse and the point above
Suicide, it was all sand dunes. In
fact, members used to run quite
easily through the dunes as part of a
training routine that had been drawn
up by Percy Cerutty, the coach of
John Landy, a runner who was the
www.pointleoslsc.com.au

Over the years since 1960 the
landscape on the foreshore at Point
Leo has changed. The Foreshore
committee at the time decided to
plant more trees in an
effort to delay soil
erosion in the dunes
near the
beach and as a result,
the open sand dunes
have virtually
disappeared.

Point Leo in the 1960s, during a
carnival.

In 1956 during the
Melbourne Olympics an
international carnival was
held at Torquay that
attracted a crowd of more
than 60,000 spectators
resulting in huge traffic jams

Point Leo, out the front of the clubhouse, in 2021
The Mine
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weather-wise but actually it was
quite chilly. Summer weather at
Point Leo!!
The 2021 photo does show the trees
that have grown in the sand dunes
just to the left if you are looking out
from the clubhouse and these
trees/shrubs do extend right up to
Suicide. If you look to the right side
as it extends towards First and
Second Reefs there are many shrubs
and bushes growing there now
whereas back in the sixties there was
nothing there.
I thought that it was an interesting
exercise to compare both photos that
reflect the landscape changes over
the past sixty odd years. Makes you
wonder what will occur in the future.
John Horwood

They then entered the beach via
Wombat Alley to their designated
beach area. The 4 beach areas were
fenced with bunting for family
spectators, with our AGM and
AAGM’s in their unit coloured vests.
Nippers didn’t move around the
beach to their normal rotations,
instead they remained in their beach
area with activity leaders swapping
between water activities and beach.
Covid didn’t allow for beach sprints
but Nippers sessions were more
concentrated in smaller groups and
less movement. There was a great
appreciation to all the AGM’s and
AAGM’s and Activity Leaders that
assisted in these roles, some for the
first time. The newest addition to the
JSLP sessions were the unit Covid
Officers donning their blue vests.
The Covid Officers ensured all covid
protocols were followed. Never have
our flags and boards been so clean!

JSLP (Nippers) 2020/21
Season
This season has truly been like no
other for the Junior Surf Life Saving
Program. Point Leo Surf Life Saving
Club was one of the biggest
programs in Victoria to operate this
season under Covid 19 restrictions.
The 415 Nippers in the Cubs and
Lions participated on separate days
for the first time. The intensive
program included 11 sessions in total
this season, with only the Under 14’s
having their own Club
Championship Day. Age groups
were placed into their ‘units’ of 20
Nippers, some in mixed groups of
boys and girls.

Nippers arrived at their allocated
unit time and ‘checked in’ with their
AGM’s and AAGM’s in the club car
park and with the club QR code.
www.pointleoslsc.com.au

While carnivals have been
challenging and limited this season,
the Sunday Sessions for Nippers
have been a great opportunity to
build skills and for those that are
interested, a pathway to
competition.

While the season has been different,
I think that all have enjoyed the
unexpected opportunities it has
presented for families. Nippers has
highlighted the importance of the
social connections to other members
and the importance of developing
children’s surf skills, confidence and
awareness.
It has been a great privilege to be the
JSLP Co-Ordinator this season and
to follow in my mother’s footsteps.
It is amazing to think that it has
doubled in size since the 1990’s
when she was co-ordinator. A great
demonstration of what an important
program it is and what a special part
it plays in the Point Leo SLSC. It
will be truly very special to award
the Jill McKellar Nipper of the Year
Award this year.

The scene on the beach was not the
normal large hustle and bustle of a
large group of 250 Nippers. Instead,
it was a calmer affair with only 80
Nippers on the beach at one time for
only 1 hour rather than the normal 2
hours. Surf Education had to be
embedded into the sessions as for the
first time there was no access to the
Surf Club building. None can argue
that one of the best Nipper
experiences is the Nipper BBQ,
which was very much missed. The
bonus was that the queue at the
Kiosk moved a little bit quicker with
the staggered start and finish times.

There are many thank yous to be
given but I cannot go without
acknowledging Sarah Jo Mason,
Tarena Murray and Kylie Clark.
Thank you for being part of the JSLP
Team and for all your hard work in
these unprecedented times.
Dianna McKellar

Junior Sunday Sessions
Given the different structure of this
year’s intensive Junior Surf
Lifesaving Program (JSLP), the Club
decided to offer the opportunity for
The Mine
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Nippers to continue their
development with a series of Sunday
Sessions throughout January and
February.
The sessions were essentially an
extension of Nippers, building on the
great work established in the JSLP.
The sessions focused on inclusion,
participation, team building, skill
development across all disciplines
and of course FUN.
In addition, the sessions provided a
further pathway and training for

www.pointleoslsc.com.au

those keen to upskill into the Junior
Surf Sports Program and compete in
surf lifesaving.
Our initial expectations were for
about 50-70 Nippers to take up the
opportunity – we were absolutely
wrapped when over 150 signed up
for the first Sunday Session, with
great numbers continuing at
subsequent sessions.
Organising extra volunteers to
provide all the activities and water
safety to support the sessions was a

good challenge and our sincere
thanks go out to all those people who
put their hand up and helped make
the sessions work so well.
To see so many keen Nippers across
all age groups choose to attend more
sessions and take on more surf skill
activities whilst having great fun
with their mates was a joy for the
organisers and a great success for the
club.
Daniel Kogler

The Mine
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As always, many thanks to our wonderful sponsors:

www.pointleoslsc.com.au
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